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Date: 05-04-2015 

No:  540-LR-4952 

Dr. Ahmed Shaheed 

UN Special Rapporteur on the Situation of  

Human Rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran  

OHCHR- Palais Wilson 

CH-1211 Geneva 10 

Switzerland 

 

 

Re: Monthly Report on Human Rights Violations in Iran (20 February 2015- 20 March 2015) 

 

Dear Dr. Ahmed Shaheed,  

The Iran National Council for Free Elections has prepared the attached monthly report on 

select cases of Humans Rights Violations for March 2015.   

This report provides an overview with a list of newly detained prisoners of conscience 

and references to assault on freedom of opinion and expression, status of prisoners’ of 

conscience, recent executions, violation of children-, women-, ethnic-, and religious 

minorities’ rights, etc.   

We are hopeful that this report will support your investigation on human rights violations 

in Iran.  We appreciate your efforts and offer our unconditional assistance to free all 

prisoners of conscience, and end the practice of torture and the death penalty in our 

beloved homeland.   
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Monthly Report on Violation of Human Rights 

20 February 2015- 20 March 2015 

Statistics Section: 

The following report is according to the result of the efforts of the Human Rights Commission 

of the National Council of Iran these records and statistics hostelry in the census project are to 

collect,  analyse and document the reports filed by human rights defenders and related 

organizations. It is worth mentioning that because Iranian government do not allow the Human 

Rights organization and other groups to work freely, these reports are not complete reports, 

and only depicts a part of the systematic violation of human rights in Iran. Although this report 

has been prepared with great care but it is not error-free and error rate of 2% is considered in 

statistics. 

Statistics executed in February- March of this year, are over 95 individuals. Nevertheless number 

of executions since the eleventh government is headed by Hojjat al-Islam Hassan Rohani are 

1302 people. 

 

In all categories a total number of 224 reports, registered, and analyzed that you will see the 

result of it as below: 

Tehran Province, with 34% had the highest concentration of human rights watch, Kohgiloyeh 

and Booyer ahmad Province with a minimum of 0%, the lowest concentration of human rights 

defenders have been allocated. 

173 Human Rights Violations in the field of thought and expression has been registered for 92 

people. 

512 cases in the field of human rights violations to 198 prisoners, have been recorded. 

In Student categories 325 cases in the field of human rights violations for 316 students, have 

been recorded. 

In execution categories 110 cases in the field of human rights violations for 103 individuals 

sentenced to death ,have been recorded. 

In Children categories, 44 cases in the field of human rights violations to 44 individuals have 

been recorded. 

3 cases in the field of human rights violations to women have been registered for 3 individuals. 

In the cultural categories 20 cases in the field of human rights violation to 9 individuals have 

been recorded. 

In the Guilds categories 741 cases in the field of human rights violation to 735 individuals have 

been recorded. 

210 Human Rights Violations in the field of ethnic minorities have been registered for a 108 

individuals. 

151 Human Rights Violations in the field of religious minorities have been registered for 65 

individuals. 
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 5084 human rights violations in the field of workers’ rights have been recorded for 1596 

individuals. 

 

The name of the detainees in ( 20 February - 20 March)are as follow: 

In this month security and police forces arrested 51 individuals, with these actions the right to 

freedom of opinion and expression, the right to liberty and security of person have been 

violated. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of human rights, explicitly states that , 

anyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression. Also in paragraph 1 article 9 

International Covenant on civil and political rights States: Everyone has the right to freedom 

and security of a person , no one shall be arbitrarily arrested or detained;. In the foregoing 

paragraph to article 19 States: No one shall be harassed or scared because of his 

ideologies. Paragraph 2 of article 19 add: everyone has the right to freedom of expression; This 

right includes the freedom of study and inquiry and Impart information and ideas of any kinds, 

regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any 

other media of his choice. 

The name of the detainees are as follow: 

Alireza            Farshi yekanley                                     Mousa             Alizadeh 

Ali                       Hosseini                                               Rahim              Yazdi 

Aydin                    Zakeri                                                Alireza             Jahan Shahi 

Mohammad         Faraji                                                  Vahid              Abolghasemi 

Shooresh             Ayeneh Bookani                                Saleh aldin      Moradi 

Ezzat                    Nasri                                                   Shahab             Moosavi 

Namegh             Daldal                                                   Kavan               Mohamad Pour 

Naghmeh           Farabi                                                   Majid                Kaabi 

Iraj ali              Mohammadi                                           Hossein           Ebrahimi 

Mokhtar           Zarei                                                       Mohsen          Maleki 

Jalil                  Abbasi                                                     Naser               Bagheri 

Naser aldin     Ghazi zadeh                                             Faez                  Bagheri 

Yosef Ali          Rezaei                                                    Farid                  Sadeghi 

Abed                 Raeesi                                                   Atefeh               Navid 

Fariba              Ashtari                                                   Ahmad              Asgari 

Milad               Darvish                                                  Amir Hamzeh    Asgari 

Khosrow        Dehghani                                                Mohammad      Maleki 

Mohammad    Noorizad                                                Shahnaz             Karim Beigi 

Sajad                Kazemi                                                 Hossein               Karim Aghaei 
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Alireza             Kimyai                                                  Hossein              Parandeh 

Majid Ali         Madadi                                                  Milad                 Khorasani 

Hossein          Moamer                                                  Pishva                Saleh Zadeh 

Saeed             Mihan Ara                                               Laleh                  Mehdi Nejad 

Davood           Nasiri                                                      Jafar                    Ahmadi 

Morteza       kangarloo                                                  Masoud               Ahmadi 

Saeed           Soobdi 

 

Statistical Report ( 20 February –20 March 2015): 

Detailed reports leading human rights as described in the (February-March 2015 ) puts at your 

disposal; that by the Human Rights Commission of the National Council of Iran , according to 

numerous reports of human rights organizations has been collected. It is worth mentioning due 

to lack of proper watch on all parts of the country this report may not be complete. 

Freedom of opinion and Expression: 

Sunday February 22nd , Mr.Ali Maghami , Lecturer and author in the field of IT and IT-editor 

of the “Mardom-e Emrooz” newspaper and groom of the famous” Mr.Emadaldin  Baghi”, 

Maghami  was charged with propaganda against the regime, and for serving the rest of his 

sentence was arrested and imprisoned. 

Tuesday February 24th ,with the order of Tehran prosecutor the Roozan newspaper was banned. 

Tuesday February 24th , Five individuals who were the students of Ayatollah Nekoo-nam, in 

charge of participating in demonstrations to determine the status of this cleric in Qom were 

arrested. 

Wednesday February 25th , Kavan Mohammad Pour a journalist was arrested after being 

summoned to the intelligence  Office of the city of Mahabad. 

Thursday February 26th , Two sites (Jamaran  and Bahar- News) for publishing stories about 

Mohammad Khatami by judicial order were filtered and became unavailable. 

Sunday March 1st, Mr. Elias Hazrati ,the Manager responsible for the daily newspaper “Etemad”, 

In the press court  by judge Modir Khorasani  and a jury trial of the press, was convicted on 

charges of publishing lies. 

Friday February 27th , A Literary Evening with the Iranian Writers Association under title of 

(Translation Period) ,with the intervention of security forces wasn’t held , and Mrs. Sarhadi 

Zadeh the landlord of the place in which the meeting suppose to held, was summoned to the 

Ministry of Intelligence . 

Saturday February 28th , Hossein Ronaghi maleki the civil rights activist with refractory acute 

renal disease was returned to prison. 

Tuesday March 3rd , Khosrow Mansourian of FMI(Freedom Movement of Iran) members were 

transferred to Evin prison . 
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Thursday March 5th , Three civil rights activists , Mohammad Nourizad, Shahnaz Karim Beigi , 

Mohammad Maleki , who had planned to attend the anniversary of Mohammed Mossadegh 

were arrested by security forces for hours. 

Wednesday March 4th ,  Mohammad Nourizad and Narges Mohammai who along with a group 

of human rights activists in the wake of execution of the Kurd’s Sunni prisoners had gathered 

in front of the prison , were attacked by security agents. 

Sunday March 8th , After gathering a group of civil rights activists accompanied by  Nsarin 

Sotoodeh , Farid Sadeghi , Atefeh Navid and another guy , security agents were arrested them 

and were taken to an unknown location. 

Sunday March 8th, Ali Hosseini , Mohammad Faraji , Ezzat nasri , The three civil rights activists 

after holding the International Women's Day in the City of Saqez were summoned to 

Intelligence office and interrogated. 

Wednesday March 11th ,  Roozbeh Karimjani , a citizen of Robat karim , arrested on charges of 

insulting the leader of Iran’s regime  and charged by assistant prosecutor( Branch 2) for 2 million 

Tomans bail , and  transferred to Rajai Shahr prison. 

Sunday March 15th , The Journalist Naseraldin Ghazizadeh , and the main member of the 

“Etemad-e-Melli” group  in Tehran province  detained by security forces and his whereabouts 

are unknown. 

Thursday March 5th , Security agents raided the house of Rahim Yazdi the blogger , recording 

his personal belongings and arrested him. 

Saturday March 7th , The blogger Vahid Aboulghasmi , arrested by security agents . 

Tuesday March 17th , Two bloggers Shahab Moosavi and Majid Kaabi , from ahvaz ,arrested by 

security forces. 

 

Prisoners  Status : 

Saturday February 21st, Shahram Chinian and Arash Moghadam Aslanpor , Two Baha'i prisoners 

in Rajai Shahr prison for writing a letter to House Of Leader were beaten. 

Saturday February 21st, Shooresh Ayeneh Bookani the Sunni prisoner from Mahabad  for 

unknown reasons was transferred to the Intelligence Detention. 

Sunday February 22nd ,  Ali Moezi ,after spending 50 days in solitary confinement of Sepah 

section in Karaj's Gohar Dasht prison were returned to Central Prison in Karaj. 

Monday February 23rd , Hamed Ahmadi the Sunni prisoners, exiles in Rajai Shahr prison on 

charges of propaganda against the regime was charged by the assistant prosecutor ( Branch 2)in 

the Revolutionary Court of Karaj. 

Tuesday February 24th , The Physical condition of Mohammad Reza Pourshajari the Blogger 

prisoner in Rajaee Shar prison of karaj due to his  hunger strike is inappropriate.  

Tuesday February 24th , Mohammad jarahi Karegar a civil prisoner in Tabriz Prison has 

repeatedly been harassed by prison guards . 
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Wednesday February 25th , Canadian broadcaster and documentary film maker  Ardeshir 

Ahmadi ,was arrested two months after his arrest no organization claimed responsibility and 

others are still in silence.  

Thursday February 26th , Kerman Penal Court (branch 2)sentenced to death in public , the 

accused individuals of killing a young girl and  twin sister in this city . 

Thursday February 26th , Atena Farghdani the political prisoner of Gharchak Varamin Prison , 

she was on hunger strike to protest the principle of separation of prisoners , she has taken to  

Firoozabad hospital in Shar Ray city because of her bad conditions. 

Sunday March 1st , Seid Saraj aldin Mirdamadi, political prisoners in Evin due to health problems 

caused by shrapnel during the war, was taken to hospital but due to inconsistency of treatment 

did not fully cure so he was returned to prison. 

Sunday March 1st , Masoud Bastani , the political prisoner of Rajai Shahr prison was taken to 

hospital because of heart problems. 

Sunday March 1st , Hossein Ronaghi Maleki, following his transition to Section 8 of the prison 

, he went on hunger strike. 

Saturday February 28th , Doctor Mohammad Seifzadeh the Lawyer and prisoner of rajaee shahr 

prison who has faced  medical problems had been transferred out of the prison for treatment 

and was returned to prison again. 

Saturday February 28th ,Afshin bayemani , political prisoner of Rajaee Shahr Prison after 

spending 40 days in solitary confinement in Section of Sepah returned to the general ward. 

Monday March 2nd , Abed Bampoori  a Baloch political prisoners in the central prison of 

Zahedan ,the Ministry of  Intelligence  prevent him being sent off for 7 years. 

Monday March 2nd , Arash Sadeghi  after six months of detention in Sepah Section(2A), 

transferred to ward  8 in  Evin prison . 

Tuesday March 3rd , Masoud Bastani  that due to his physical deterioration was transferred to  

Khomeini hospital , according to an order from prosecutor has returned to Rajaee shahr prison 

in Karaj ,without completing treatment. 

Tuesday March 3rd , The Belogger Mohammad Reza Pour Shajari , For propagating against the 

regime in Karaj Revolutionary Court was tried. 

Wednesday March 4th ,  Keyvan Samimi Behbahani  a National Religious activist , due to his 

physical problems  transferred  from Rajaee shahr prison to the hospital. 

Friday March 6th , Prisoners in Evin prison wards (7,8,9,10)  are facing drug problems , cold  

and population density. 

Sturday March 7th , Six prisoners with drug-related offenses in Shahab prison of Kerman city , 

were transferred to solitary confinement  prior to execution . 

Sturday March 7th , Arash Sadeghi , Amir Ali Shenas , Asoo Restami , Atena Daiemi , were 

charged in branch 28 of the Revolutionary Court by Judge Moghiseh , with propaganda against 

regime , forgather, collusion and insulting the Supreme Leader. 
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Friday March 6th ,  Ali Amiri , an athlete and a member of the national team on charges of drug 

smuggling was transferred to solitary confinement for execution in prison of Zabol, in Sistan 

and Baluchestan. 

Friday March 6th ,  Three prisoners in Pirnia jail on charges of drug trafficking  were transferred 

to solitary confinement prior to execution . 

Sunday March 8th , Mohsen rahmani a political prisoners in Section 8 of Evin prison,by 

command of Tehran  deputy prosecutor ,Mr. Khodabakhshi , was transferred to a psychiatric 

hospital. 

Sunday March 8th , Deputy internal affairs of  Evin prison ,prevented from sending  Hossein 

Ronaghi to coroner. 

Saturday March 7th ,Reza Shahabi , Kamram Ayazi , Omid Zareipour ,following the events 

known as Black Thursday were sentenced to 18 months discretionary imprisonment collectively. 

Saturday March 7th , The Sardashti citizen  ,Pishva Salehzadeh ,who was arrested by intelligence 

services of  Mahabad city was transferred to the central prison of Urumieh. 

Tuesday March 10th ,due to summoning some of prisoners of Rajaee Shahr prison section 12 

and transfer them to ward 8 which is Spah Section, They have refused to go , because of this 

,the director of the prison and the prison guards entered  into the hall and proceeded to inspect 

them offensive and rude. 

Tuesday March 10th , After 60 days of the arrest of 12 civilians from Nasirabad  still no 

information is available. 

Tuesday March 10th , Amir Doorbin Ghaziani , Samkoo Khelghati , Salar Sotoodeh , Omid 

Zareipour , Mohammad Shojaee ,  the political and security  prisoners in quarantine section 7 

of Evin , To protest the principle of separation of crimes, denial of minimum health, education, 

welfare and psychological pressure were transferred to solitary confinement. 

Tuesday March 10th , A prisoner sentenced to death on charge of premeditated murder in Adel 

Abad prison of Shiraz  suicide  with pills and died. 

Thursday March 12th , Saraj aldin Mirdamadi the journalist and political activist in Section 8 of 

Evin prison due to shrapnel in the neck and shoulder so he needed medical care but refused to 

transfer him to the hospital while  the section does not have the facilities . 

Saturday March 7th ,  Atena Daemi after six months of detention,  in the Revolutionary Court 

(branch 28 ) by Judge Moghiseh was condemned on the charges of being against veil , execution 

, and listening to music of Shahin Najafi  . 

Monday March 16th , Tehran prosecutor didn’t agree to leave of  Asad ollah  Asadi  the 

Azerbaijani cultural activist who is not in good health too. 

Monday March 16th , Mr. Khodabakhshi ,Supervising Assistant Prosecutor of political section 

in Evin prison rejected  leave of Abdolfatah Soltani , because he still was emphasizing on his 

position. 

Sunday March 15th ,Masoud Emam Reza has suicide with pills because the authorities of  Banadr 

Abbas Central  prison rejected his leave . 
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Monday March 16th , Mohammad Amin Hadavi  who was in the hospital for treatment was 

returned to Evin  prison by the order of Tehran prosecutor. 

Tuesday March 17th ,  Ayatolla Nekoonam  suffered a heart attack in prison, but the authorities 

did not allow him to stay in the hospital and get him back to prison. 

Tuesday March 17th , Rozbeh Karamjani who is in Rajaee Shahr prison on charges of insulting 

the leadership ,because of reporting about his case to others , has exiled to section 6 which is 

the section of violent crimes. 

Tuesday March 10th , Saber Sharbati , the prisoner who is convicted as murderer  ,in Rajaee 

Shahr prison , because of not paying festive money to officers has been beaten by Davood 

Amini the head officer and some other guys .  

Friday March 20th , Tehran prosecutor prevented the necessary remedial measures in relation of 

heart disease of Mohsen  MirDamadi ,Secretary General of Iran Participation Front. 

Friday March 20th , From Mona Mehrabi a Baha'I Citizen who is in solitary confinement in 209 

ward of Evin prison , still no information is available. 

 

Student Affairs : 

Monday 2nd March, Mr. Amer Armaghan has faced by sentencing him to a term of prohibition 

of education and disciplinary records also Mr. Saber Khorasani, Milad Kelar Sataghi Nejad, 

Faraz Gheibi , have faced by Written notice to file , and charged with holding a quiet ceremony 

about political and  guild union of (16 Azar ) at university. 

Monday 2nd March,Mr. Mohammad Yousefi, Graduate degree at Amir Kabir University, Tehran 

shipbuilding. charges on activity and management of virtual pages crime against the values of 

regime is spending two months in Security force’s prison and cyber officers of Sepah are looking 

in the case of this former prisoner of the Green Movement . 

 

 

Executions : 

Tuesday February 24th , Three defendants were hanged for murder in Central prison in Rasht. 

Sunday February 22nd , Four prisoners were executed on charges of drug in the central prison 

in Arak. 

Wednesday  February 25th , Mehdi Fatahi  was executed in the central prison of Tabas  on drug 

charges. 

Wednesday  February 25th , Two accused of rape were hanged in public in Kermanshah.  

Thursday February 26th , Hossein Shahriari and Davood Jamal Barezi on charges of drug 

trafficking were executed in Jiroft Prison . 

Thursday February 26th , Mansoor karegar , was executed for adultery and murder in Bandar 

Abbas prison. 
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Thursday February 26th , Ali Bar Salamat , Morad Bakhsh Saboki , Ali dashtestan ,Marzieh 

Hossein Zehi ,on charges of drug trafficking were executed in the central prison of Kerman. 

Wednesday  February 25th , Amir bagher Pour , on charge of  murder was executed in Adel 

Abad prison of Shiraz .  

Saturday February 28th , an individual charged with dealing drugs was executed in Rasht. 

Monday March 2nd , Two individuals, one of them accused of murder and drug trafficking, and 

the other accused by murder were executed in Rasht Central Prison. 

Wednesday March 4th , Sunni prisoners Hamed Ahmadi , kamal Mollai , Jamshid Dehghani , 

Jahangir Dehghani , Sedigh Mohammadi , seid Hadi Hosseini  were executed in the Rajaee Shahr 

prison in Karaj.  

Wednesday March 4th , 15 prisoners with drug offenses were executed in Ghezelhesar prison in 

Karaj. 

Saturday March 7th , saeed Balouchi  was executed on charge of drug trafficking in Chabahar 

prison. 

Thursday March 5th , Hamid Mir Balouchi Zehi was executed on charge of drug trafficking in 

yasooj prison . 

Saturday March 7th , 9 prisoners on charges of  drug trafficking were hanged in Ghezelhesar 

prison in Karaj. 

Sunday March 15th , One prisoner was executed on charge of drug trafficking in Adel Abad 

prison in shiraz . 

Saturday March 7th ,  4 prisoners, three of whom were Afghan nationals were executed in 

Zahedan prison on drug charges. 

Wednesday March 18th ,  Two individuals , charged with murder in Jiroft were executed in 

public. 

 

Children Affairs: 

Tuesday 17th March, A disadvantaged school of (Payam Ab Tar),which is 18 k/m far away of 

Iran-Shahr in Sistan – Balouchestan, Students of this deprived area , more than 15 years, in spite 

of bad conditions are continuing their education . 

Friday March 20th , Mohammad Hadavi Malkian who was injured in a mine explosion died. 

Women Affairs: 

Monday March 16th , Mrs. Mahdieh Mohammad Khani ,After her performance in Vahdat 

Concert Hall was summoned to the judiciary. 

Cultural Cases: 

Wednesday February 25th ,  By order of the Prosecutor of Chenaran , the concert of  Alireza 

Ghorbani and (Eshtiagh) orchestra were canceled . 
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Sunday March 1st ,  The concert of Sirwan Khosravi in Bushehr  was canceled for unknown 

reasons. 

Monday March 2nd , Alireza Ghorbani concert was canceled due to be close to the death of Lady 

(Fatima Alzahra) anniversary , at  Beheshti university  . 

Tuesday March 10th ,  the public prosecutor of Chenar county emphasized in an interview that 

any kind of concerts in Khorasan Razavi  province completely prohibited . 

Tuesday March 10th ,  The Show “Fall”, directed by Nader Borhani Marand was closed due to 

lack of attention to Islamic norms and values. 

Thursday March 19th , Hussein Moheb Ahari an actor due to financial difficulties , in an action, 

he refused to continue his  lymphatic cancer treatment . 

Guilds Cases: 

Sunday February 22nd , Teachers across the country in a coordinated action in protest against 

non-payment of claims and legal discrimination sit and refused to go to the classroom. 

Sunday February 22nd , 2000 nurses from different cities to protest against the non-

implementation of their demands were gathered in front of Islamic council Parliament. 

Sunday March 1st , Teachers in different cities of Iran held rallies to protest about  their guilds 

problems. 

Thursday March 12th , 700 teachers of  Ardabil province because there was discrimination 

between the teachers and other staff , have gathered in the area of education department of the 

province to protest against. 

Sunday March 15th , Thousands of teachers to protest over wages and  discrimination in the 

cities of Shiraz _Yazd_Khoram Abad_Kermanshah have gathered in front of town-halls. 

 

National Minorities: 

Sunday February 22nd , Aydin Zakeri  a civic activist arrested by security forces and taken to an 

unknown location. 

Monday February 23rd ,  Yadu'llah Mohammadi  a civic activist, was arrested by security forces 

and intelligence officers of Divandareh county of Kurdistan province. 

Wednesday March 18th ,  Mahmoud Bozi a soldier in security forces, during a patrol in the village 

of Galoogah in Zahedan ,  was killed by unidentified gunmen opened fire. 

Monday March 16th, Abid Raeesi  a Baloch Citizens from  Nikshahr by masked officers of 

security forces beat and detained and his whereabouts are unknown reason. 

 

Religious Minorities: 

Sunday February 22nd , Maulana Abdul Hamid Ismail  Zehi , the Sunni imam of Friday prays in 

Zahedan who was invited to the International Islamic world Conference ,the  Security guards 

did not let him to participate. 
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Wednesday February 26th ,  Saleh Moradi ,GONABADI Sufis rights activist, were arrested at 

his home by security agents. 

Saturday February 21st , Fariba Ashtari , the Baha'i citizen ,residing in Yazd ,presented to  Yazd 

Central Prison for serving 2 years of her  discretionary imprisonment. 

Sunday March 1st , Security forces arrested two Baha'i citizens of Yazd ,Nasser and Fayez 

Bagheri and their personal belongings were confiscated. 

Monday February 23rd, Security forces in Bookan city have entered to the house of Sunni’s 

missionary Hossein Ebrahimi and arrested him , And they confiscated his personal belongings 

and his notes, and they summoned some of members of the Koranic school of Sunni’s in  

Sanandaj and Saqez cities  and interrogated them. 

Friday February 27th , Mamoosta Mohammad Saleh Alimoradi, the Sunni’s clergyman of 

Kermanshah city has been shot and assassinated by unidentified gunmen. 

Tuesday March 3rd, Mrs.Azam Motahari a Baha'i citizen  in Yazd was summoned to the prison 

to sentence her one year discretionary imprisonment. 

Saturday March 7th , Faribirz Baghi a Baha’i citizen was sent to the prison to sentence his two 

years discretionary imprisonment. 

Sunday March 8th , Ebrahim Firoozi , a christian convertor was convicted again in Branch 28 of 

the Revolutionary Court  by Judge Moghiseh . 

Sunday March 8th , The officers of intelligent services has searched the house of Mr, Rohani a 

Baha’i citizen residing in Shiraz with a warrant which was in the name of his two sons Peyman 

and Keyvan and they recorded their Laptops and computers and asked them to introduce 

themselves to the court if necessary . 

Tuesday March 10th , Saeed Soobdi  one of Sunni’s missionaries , from Susangerd city arrested 

and taken to an unknown location by security forces. 

Tuesday March 10th, Davood nasiri , Jafar Ahmadi, Morteza kangarloo, Masoud Ahmadi , from 

GONABADI Sufis group have arrested in Kawar township of Shiraz city and they are still in 

police office. 

Tuesday March 10th, Mrs, masoomeh Ziae ,an activist of the Spiritual group Erfan (Haleq) was 

summoned by a warranty to police security office. 

Wednesday March 11th, The security officers has searched the house of Arash Kaydy a Baha’I 

citizen of Shiraz and his personal belongings were confiscated. 

Tuesday March 17th ,  12 individuals who are  Masters of  Erfan(halq) group totally were 

sentenced to 24 years imprisonment and one hundred million Toman reclaiming of money. Two 

of the activists of this group because of their support from Muhammad Ali Taheri, each of them 

have sentenced to one year in prison and 74 lashes on charges of disturbing public order. 

Tuesday March 17th ,  Adnan Rehmat Panah a Baha'is citizen from Shiraz , was sentenced to a 

year and a half imprisonment by a Fake case. 

Monday March 16th , The officers of intelligent services in Shiraz city has searched the house of 

Kermat Amiri a Baha’I citizen and his personal belongings were confiscated. 
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Thursday March 19th , Saleh Aldin Moradi , one of the rights activists of  GONABADI Sufis 

group, following his refusal of bail deposit, from the court of Kawar was transferred to Adel 

Abad prison in shiraz . 

 

The Labors Affairs: 

Saturday February 21st , 250 miners of Koshak Mine in Bafgh  to protest the dismissal of 16 

individuals of their colleagues and  non-payment of salary,  gathered in front of the mine 

entrance. 

Tuesday February 24th , 70 employees of a contractual company of department of Water and 

Wastewater in Ahvaz ,due to delayed payments have gathered in front of office of (Parto dot 

Check) Construction Co.  

Friday February 27th ,  President of the Association of construction workers of  Khorasan Razavi 

announced that more than 70% of Iranian workers , due to the employment of foreign 

nationalities in this sector are unemployed. 

Saturday February 28th , Mr. Jamil Mohammadi a member of Iranian Free Trade Union board 

and coordinator of the petition of protest , was charged with conspiracy to disrupt national 

security of community and the judge Salvati was sentenced him to 3 years and a half 

imprisonment. 

Wednesday March 4th ,  500  workers of meter-making factory of Iran, with their families to 

protest unpaid salaries claims did not work and gathered in the dining room of factory. 

Saturday March 7th , 14 workers killed and injured in loss of tunnels in Ilam and Khorasan 

provinces. 

Sunday March 8th , 28 workers of Mine Co. named ‘Chador Malo’  in the wake of last year's 

protests and employer complaint , for the remaining trial were summoned to public court of 

Ardakan office. 

Saturday March 7th ,  Korosh Bakhshandeh , a labor activists detained near his house by 

intelligent forces officers and moved to an undisclosed location. 

Sunday March 15th , Younce Asakerh a Khorramshahri citizen protest to collect his fruit stand 

by the mayor’s agents was burned himself and suffered 70 per cent burns. 

Tuesday March 17th , Mr. Jafar Azimzadeh ,Secretary of the Board of Directors of Iranian Free 

Trade Union was condemned  by the Revolutionary Court to 6 years imprisonment and 2 years 

deprivation of action in cyberspace and the media and the press. 

Wednesday March 18th , 17 workers of Koshak Mine in Bafgh , after their last round of protests 

were fired from their jobs .  

 

 


